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Abstract

In 2018, an American biotechnology company developed a test that could identify if an embryo created through in-vitro fertilisation would become a person with a low intelligence quotient. As the same approach could be used to predict if an embryo will become a person with an above average intelligence quotient, such tests raise questions about reproductive choice and what sort of children prospective parents should have the freedom to create through assisted reproductive technology. Much of the literature on the ethics of selecting for non-disease characteristics was published prior to the development of any test for such characteristics. This article reviews and applies these arguments in the context of the Australian regulatory framework and the technology that is currently available: a test for intelligence quotient. It examines the concept of reproductive liberty and how this concept should be balanced against the welfare of the future child. The article also considers reasons extraneous to the future child’s welfare and asks if any such reasons are good enough to restrict the reproductive liberty of prospective parents.
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Introduction

In November 2018, it was reported that scientists in the United States had developed a test capable of predicting if an in-vitro embryo will become a person with low intelligence.1 Developed by biotechnology company Genomic Prediction, the test can identify embryos that have a high chance of becoming a child with an intelligence quotient (IQ) of 25 points below average; the same approach could be used to determine which embryos will develop into individuals of above average intelligence.2

One of the difficulties with testing for non-disease characteristics is that these are often controlled by multiple genes, whereas the conditions for which pre-implantation genetic testing (PGT) is currently employed are single gene disorders.3 However, advances in our understanding of genetics are giving scientists the ability to predict the phenotype of particular combinations of genes with a greater degree of accuracy.4 This is done through genome-wide association studies.5 By analysing the DNA of hundreds of thousands of individuals, statistical models called ‘predictors’ are able to identify patterns in people’s DNA.6 Scientists can then pinpoint the patterns that correspond to various polygenic traits.

As well as screening for IQ, polygenic screening gives prospective parents the opportunity to test the embryos they have created for genetic conditions that are controlled by multiple genes. At present, it is possible to assess an embryo’s risk of developing into a person with diabetes,7 heart disease8 or even schizophrenia.9 The generation of a risk score is one of the reasons why polygenic tests are controversial.10 While PGT for a single gene disorder can give a definitive result about whether an embryo
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1 Wilson, “A New Test.”
3 E.g., Huntington’s disease, cystic fibrosis and fragile X syndrome.
4 Lello, “Sibling Validation.”
5 National Human Genome Research Institute, “Genome-Wide Association Studies Fact Sheet.”
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will develop into a person with that disorder,\textsuperscript{11} polygenic embryo screening can only give a probabilistic indication. Therefore, it is possible that an embryo predicted to become a person with an average IQ may actually become a person of extremely high IQ.

The Australian regulatory frameworks for embryo testing limit the use of PGT to tests for genetic conditions, in some cases limiting this further to serious genetic conditions.\textsuperscript{12} The regulatory framework for assisted reproductive technology (ART) in Australia is state-based, and only three of the eight states and territories have legislation governing embryo testing.\textsuperscript{13} In states without legislative provisions pertaining to embryo testing, the National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) \textit{Ethical Guidelines on the Use of Assisted Reproductive Technology in Clinical Practice and Research 2017} (NHMRC Guidelines) apply. The NHMRC Guidelines restrict the use of PGT to three situations.\textsuperscript{14} The first is to 'select against genetic conditions, diseases or abnormalities that would severely limit the quality of life of the person who would be born'. Second, to select an embryo that has the potential to save the life of a relative; finally, to increase the chances of a live birth.

The states of Victoria, Western Australia and South Australia all have statutory provisions regulating embryo testing. The \textit{Assisted Reproductive Treatment Act 2008} (Vic) permits PGT to avoid 'transmitting a genetic abnormality or genetic disease to a child'.\textsuperscript{15} The \textit{Human Reproductive Technology Act 1991} (WA) allows PGT where 'there is a significant risk of a serious genetic abnormality or disease being present in the embryo'.\textsuperscript{16} In a similar vein, the \textit{Assisted Reproductive Treatment Act 1988} (SA) prohibits PGT unless 'there appears to be a risk that a serious genetic defect, serious disease or serious illness would be transmitted to a child conceived naturally'.\textsuperscript{17} While terms such as ‘serious illness’ and ‘genetic abnormality’ are not defined in the statutes, it is clear that polygenic screening for non-disease traits falls outside what is currently permitted by the regulatory frameworks.

This article asks whether prospective parents should have the freedom to test embryos for IQ. IQ has been chosen as the focus of this article because it is one of the few polygenic non-disease traits for which an embryo can be tested at present.\textsuperscript{18} As much of the ethical discussion of testing for non-disease traits was conceived prior to any such test being developed,\textsuperscript{19} this article reconsiders this earlier analysis in the context of the test for IQ. This article reviews the arguments advanced both for and against the use of embryo testing and applies them to selection for IQ. Arguments that support the freedom to undertake such testing include reproductive liberty, advancing the welfare of the future child and the open future argument. Arguments commonly advanced against the use of embryo testing for positive selection include the therapeutic/non-therapeutic distinction, the expressivist objection and the idea of the ‘new’ eugenics. Consideration of these arguments suggests that there may be a case for prospective parents to have the freedom to utilise the test for IQ that is currently available.

**IQ**

This section asks what IQ is and why it is a characteristic for which prospective parents may wish to test. In the introduction to his 1997 book, Michael Howe noted, ‘being intelligent matters; it makes a big difference to human lives. Sharp men and women thrive. Problems are solved by astute thinkers. Questions get answered by those who are clever’.\textsuperscript{20}

IQ is a measure of intelligence. This begs the question: what is intelligence? A number of different definitions of intelligence are available, and only a small selection are outlined here. The \textit{Oxford Dictionary of English} defines intelligence as ‘the ability to acquire and apply knowledge and skills’.\textsuperscript{21} David Wechsler, the developer of the Wechsler scales,\textsuperscript{22} has defined intelligence
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\textsuperscript{11} It is worth noting that tests for lower penetrance single gene disorders (e.g., breast cancer) only indicate whether an embryo has the genetic mutations for that disorder. Such tests cannot say whether a person will actually develop, for example, breast cancer.
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as a person’s overall capacity to ‘act purposefully, to think rationally, and to deal effectively with his environment’. Controversial psychologist Cyril Burt has described it as ‘innate general cognitive ability’. A broader description was given by Howard Gardner, who suggested that the word ‘intelligence’ may be used in three distinct ways. First, as a ‘property of all human beings’. Second, as a ‘dimension on which human beings differ’, and third, to describe the manner in which a task is carried out in pursuit of a goal. Further, Gardner noted that there are different kinds of intelligence, such as linguistic intelligence, musical intelligence and ‘logical-mathematical intelligence’, to name a few.

IQ tests generally measure mathematical skills, verbal communication, memory and spatial awareness. In turn, these represent broader abilities such as problem-solving skills, comprehension and visual-spatial thinking. The problem with using genome-wide association studies to predict IQ is that not all kinds of intelligence are measured by IQ tests. Some types of intelligence, such as musical intelligence, are not measured by such tests. Therefore, an embryo that may become a person with a high level of musical intelligence may not be recognised as such via a genome-wide association study that uses IQ as a basis for predicting intelligence.

IQ tests are controversial due to their perceived bias towards the middle class and certain races. However, according to Marks, what was traditionally considered to be a race bias may be explained by differences between native and non-native English speakers. Consequently, if a test taker is unable to understand the instructions, they will not be able to answer the question. To overcome this difficulty, modern IQ tests have been developed to be more culturally sensitive than their predecessors. However, overcoming cultural bias is in itself a difficult task; as Suzuki and her colleagues note, ‘all tests are to some degree culturally loaded to the extent that they reflect information that is relevant and valued in a cultural context’. Nevertheless, modern assessments of IQ have been developed with an understanding of the effect of culture on testing. For example, Lanca and Wilner note that for testing to be carried out successfully, the participant must understand the concept of test taking, meaning that they are aware that they need to perform at their best. However, a test taker from a culture that does not value formal assessment may not be familiar with this expectation and may find it uncomfortable. Similarly, some tests must be completed within a specific time frame; however, the necessity to complete a task quickly may also be culturally dependent (with some cultures perceiving speed and quality to be in conflict with each other). Therefore, modern IQ tests take into account that an interpreter may be involved in the process and also utilise ‘multicultural assessment tools’. It is unclear whether the test takers whose data comprises current genome-wide association studies had access to these multicultural assessments and, therefore, whether the IQ scores represented in such data are free from cultural biases.

Elaine Castles points out that standard IQ tests ‘reward conformity and conventional thinking at the expense of creativity and out-of-the-box problem-solving’. Therefore, only a fraction of human intelligence is reflected in the result of such a test. This
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44 Castles, “Inventing Intelligence,” 124. There is no evidence to suggest that an embryo predicted to develop into a person with a high IQ will not also be creative.
does not, however, suggest that IQ testing is futile. IQ scores show a positive correlation with certain factors, such as income and success in school. In deciding whether to use polygenic screening for IQ, prospective parents must consider what sort of children they would like to have — specifically, what qualities they value in their offspring. In the discussion that follows, the scope of prospective parents’ reproductive liberty to make these choices will be examined.

The Use of Embryo Testing to Select for IQ

This section considers the arguments for and against the use of embryo testing for non-disease characteristics and applies these to testing and selection for IQ. The use of embryo testing for the selection of non-disease traits is a polarising issue, as the discussion below will highlight. Some academics, such as Julian Savulescu, do not just argue that prospective parents should have the freedom to make decisions about such tests—they go so far as to suggest that parents have moral reasons for selecting the embryo that is predicted to have the ‘best’ life. Others, such as Michael Sandel, view children as gifts to be ‘received’ rather than ‘chosen’.

In the following sections, two main arguments in favour of testing will be applied to selection for IQ: the first centring on reproductive liberty and the second on the welfare of the future child.

Reproductive Liberty

Reproductive liberty may be understood as the freedom to make decisions for oneself on matters of reproduction. As the name suggests, reproductive liberty stems from the concept of liberty, as articulated by John Stuart Mill. Mill argued that individuals should be free to follow their own life plan without interference, provided that plan does not harm others, ‘even though they should think our conduct foolish, perverse or wrong’. This is known as the harm principle, and it has been suggested that this principle should be the ‘threshold for justifying state intervention’. John Robertson notes that reproductive liberty comprises two aspects: ‘the liberty to avoid having offspring and the liberty to have offspring’. The liberty to have offspring is the relevant liberty for present purposes. Robertson asserts that activities that are ‘so closely associated with, or essential to, reproductive decisions’ would fall within the scope of reproductive liberty. Such activities may include acquiring genetic information about an embryo or foetus, or even about the mother herself, because such knowledge may determine whether the individual or couple decide to reproduce.

According to Robertson’s conception of reproductive liberty, prospective parents should have the freedom to test embryos for IQ as this information may be determinative of whether they choose to implant the embryos that they have created. Therefore, unless it can be shown that such testing and selection harms the future child, or society more broadly, parents should be free to undertake such tests.

Does Testing for IQ Harm the Future Child?

It was originally thought that high levels of intelligence and creativity were linked to mental illnesses such as schizophrenia and manic depression. However, more recent studies have shown that intelligence, together with certain ‘temperamental traits’, can actually have a positive effect on diagnoses of certain mental illnesses, including major depression and schizophrenia. Similarly, Erik Mortensen et al found that low levels of intelligence were more commonly associated with
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schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders. Cederblad and her colleagues suggested that this is because individuals with a high level of intelligence are better able to evaluate their problems accurately and utilise appropriate coping mechanisms.

As well as enabling individuals to cope with challenging situations, intelligence also has positive effects on other aspects of a person’s life. Plomin remarks that ‘life is an intelligence test’: intelligence affects everything from school performance and social opportunities to even the romantic choices a person makes. Further, he notes that intelligence predicts educational, employment and ‘health outcomes better than any other trait’. This suggests that moderate and high levels of intelligence may be beneficial to a future child in various ways. In addition, low levels of intelligence may be associated with adverse outcomes such as poor school performance and fewer social opportunities. Therefore, applying such findings to the use of polygenic screening to test for IQ, it follows that prospective parents should have the freedom to exercise their reproductive liberty and utilise such tests.

**Procreative Beneficence**

One way in which prospective parents may wish to exercise their reproductive liberty is by acting in a procreatively beneficent manner. Savulescu’s principle of procreative beneficence is the idea that prospective parents ‘have a significant moral reason to select the child, of the possible children they could have, whose life is expected … to go best or at least not worse than any of the others’. This reason, Savulescu claims, is that parents should want what is best for their child, and an embryo with the most desirable genetics will benefit more from being born than a child with a less desirable genetic profile. Procreative beneficence is founded on the principle of beneficence, defined by Beauchamp and Childress as ‘a statement of moral obligation to act for the benefit of others’. Therefore, to act in a procreatively beneficent manner and, thus, act morally, prospective parents simply need to be acting for the benefit of their future child. Thus, procreative beneficence suggests that prospective parents have good reasons to select the embryo with the genetic makeup that codes for the ‘best life’.

One of the criticisms of procreative beneficence stems from the idea of the ‘best life’. Critics have argued that the principle is void of real world application because it is impossible to rank possible lives in a way that is coherent and takes into account the ‘rich and complex concepts’ that together constitute a life. Savulescu’s response to this argument is that it is not a criticism of procreative beneficence but a more general difficulty about placing values on lives. Even if Savulescu’s response is accepted, the assertion that the principle is void of any real world application becomes a valid criticism in the absence of some kind of method for ranking future lives. While the problems inherent in identifying the ‘best life’ are not unique to procreative beneficence, they present a general difficulty for testing and selecting for IQ. Therefore, if parents are to be given the freedom to select embryos taking into account potential IQ, this issue must be addressed.

Buchanan et al. ask whether there are acceptable ‘or defensible standards for determining what would be the best children possible’. They state that it:

is important that the attempts to produce the best child possible be understood as making the life of the child best for the child from the standpoint of that particular child’s good, not best from some other standpoint, such as the good of the parents or the good of society.

This leads to questions such as, would it better for a child to have an above average IQ but poor social skills, or would a child be better equipped with an average IQ and excellent interpersonal skills? Savulescu’s answer is that procreative beneficence
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can be ‘sufficiently determinative’ without precisely ranking each possible embryo. He suggests that this is because a broadbrush approach to rankings may be possible. For example, it ‘may not be possible to say whether A is better than B, but it may be possible to say that both A or B are better than C. This is enough to rationally reject C.’ Thus, Savulescu notes that certain sequences of traits may be less desirable than others; therefore, procreative beneficence can still be of value. Similarly, Sergio Magni notes that while it may be difficult for parents:

to know what is best and to obtain a precise degree of the quality of life of their children … it may be easy to know what is worst. They may have many doubts about what makes children’s lives better but fewer doubts about what makes children’s lives worse.

Therefore, while it cannot provide definitive answers to the quandary of which traits should be valued over others, the principle of procreative beneficence may still play a valuable role in a regulatory framework for reproductive choice. Given the difficulties inherent in ranking future lives, the principle of procreative beneficence may have a more important role to play in the context of selection against disability.

Does the principle of procreative beneficence suggest that prospective parents should have the freedom to test embryos for IQ? While it may not be possible to say whether a person with a high IQ will go on to have a better life than a person with an average IQ, one use of such testing could be to screen out embryos that will develop into a person with a very low IQ.

The Welfare of the Future Child

This section considers the welfare of the future child and the role this concept should play in decision-making regarding the use of embryo testing to select for IQ. Consideration of the future child’s welfare provides an important justification for curtailing prospective parents’ reproductive liberty. If the welfare of a future child will be stifled due to the circumstances surrounding their conception, this may be a good reason to prevent parents from having access to certain kinds of embryo tests.

References to the welfare of the future child can be found in the statutes of all four of the Australian states that have enacted ART legislation, as well as in the NHMRC Guidelines. For example, the Assisted Reproductive Treatment Act 2008 (Vic) s 5(a) provides that ‘the welfare and interests of persons born or to be born as a result of treatment procedures are paramount’. Similarly, the Assisted Reproductive Treatment Act 1998 (SA) s 4A states that the ‘welfare of any child to be born … must be treated as being of paramount importance’. The Human Reproductive Technology Act 1991 (WA) does not necessitate that the future child’s welfare be the paramount consideration; however, it requires that ‘the prospective welfare of any child to be born … is properly taken into consideration’.

When thinking about the welfare of the child, the discussion is often focused on issues pertaining to parental suitability, such as the risk of abuse to the future child or domestic violence. These risks then provide the basis for refusing treatment to prospective parents. These ‘welfare principles’ are controversial because they attribute rights and interests to a person who has not yet been conceived. In the context of embryo testing, the issue is slightly different because a number of future children have already been conceived — if implanted, they are potentially nine months away from having actual rights and interests. Pennings notes that the welfare of the child should be a guiding principle in discussions concerning the use of new technologies. Similarly, Hens and her colleagues suggest that as the wealth of information regarding the genetic profile of an embryo increases, so too does the clinician’s responsibility for the welfare of the future child.

The Open Future Argument

One way in which the welfare of the future child could be enhanced through the use of embryo testing is by giving them an open future. Joel Feinberg’s ‘open future’ argument was first articulated in his paper, ‘The Child’s Right to an Open Future’.  
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Feinberg introduced us to a category of rights he terms ‘rights in trust’, part of the broader category of children’s rights. He argued that parents should not violate the ‘rights in trust’ they hold for their children. If they do, they may prematurely close off key future options that child has, thereby denying them the right to an open future. Feinberg’s paper is set against the backdrop of the 1972 US Supreme Court case *Wisconsin v Yoder*, which concerned the withdrawal of Amish children from high school two years before they completed their secondary education. By preventing their children from finishing their compulsory education, Amish parents were limiting the opportunities their children would have in the future. Put another way, they were effectively denying their children the right to self-determination.

Applying the open future argument to positive selection is controversial, which is curious because the argument is broadly accepted in the context of negative selection. If one is willing to accept that the open future argument can be applied to embryos and that prospective parents hold rights in trust for their child from the point at which an embryo is implanted, it is unclear why a distinction should be made between testing for disabilities and testing for IQ. The problem with applying the open future argument in this context is that it supports the proposition that parents should use embryo testing to select the embryo with the highest IQ, as this embryo will likely develop into a child with the greatest number of opportunities available to them. However, support for a narrower proposition may be more appropriate in this context—specifically, that providing a child with an open future is a worthwhile endeavour, and regulatory frameworks should, thus, support parents in achieving this.

However, even this weaker proposition is not without its problems. Rob Sparrow argues that rather than trying to provide a child with an open future, parents should simply aim to give their child ‘a reasonable range of valuable life-options’. He refers to this as ‘a child’s right to a decent future’. To comprise a decent future, Sparrow suggests two conditions must be met. First, ‘the child must have a reasonable range of options available to them in order to ensure that they have a chance of flourishing’. Second, the options must comprise predominantly of ‘options that could form part of a worthwhile human life’. Sparrow asserts that a decent future differs from a decent future. The problem with applying the open future argument in this context is that it supports the proposition that parents should use embryo testing to select the embryo with the highest IQ, as this embryo will likely develop into a child with the greatest number of opportunities available to them. However, support for a narrower proposition may be more appropriate in this context—specifically, that providing a child with an open future is a worthwhile endeavour, and regulatory frameworks should, thus, support parents in achieving this.

Claudia Mills notes the impossibility and undesirability of trying to give a child ‘an “open” future in any meaningful sense’. She asserts that it is unclear what is meant by ‘open’ and ‘closed’ options and how these options should be counted and evaluated. Mills argues that not all options that are closed when a person is a child remain closed once that person reaches adulthood. She notes, in the context of *Yoder*, that once an Amish child reaches adulthood, they may leave the Amish community and are then free to pursue a future that was previously closed to them. Applying this to embryo testing for IQ, prospective parents who choose not to utilise such testing may later decide to test the IQ of their child. It has also been found that a child’s environment has an impact on their cognitive development, with factors such as mental stimulation and good nutrition having a positive impact on a child’s cognitive ability. Therefore, even parents who do not employ embryo testing for IQ cannot necessarily be accused of depriving their child of an open future.

It should be borne in mind that the use of embryo testing to select for IQ does not guarantee a child who is significantly above average. It simply allows prospective parents to select the embryo, out of the possible embryos available, that will become a
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91 This does not suggest that embryos with a genetic condition cannot have a ‘decent future’. Sparrow suggests that even embryos that have a disability may have a ‘decent future’. Sparrow, “A Child’s Right to a Decent Future?” 366.
child who is likely to have more opportunities than the other possible children who could have been born. Consider a couple who have created three embryos. Embryo A will become a person of average intelligence, perhaps (for the sake of argument) at the lower end of the normal range. Embryo B will also develop into a person of average intelligence, and embryo C into a person of above average intelligence. All three embryos are healthy; without testing, embryo A will be randomly chosen. If embryo A is carried to term, embryos B and C will be donated for use in research. However, if tests for IQ are permitted, the prospective parents may choose to test their embryos and will likely choose embryo C. This is because the opportunities that will be available to embryo C exceed those available to embryos A and B. Therefore, once embryo C grows up, they will not only have the opportunity to exercise the options that would have been available to embryos A and B but may also have an additional set of options. However, the options available to embryo C (e.g., attending a university of their choice and studying any subject they choose or founding a game-changing start-up) might not have been available to embryos A or B. Thus, the future for embryo C is more open than the futures available to embryos A and B (both of which would still be worthwhile).

One of the potential disadvantages of this approach to selection is that having an open future may actually be detrimental to a child’s welfare. This is because substantial choice can lead ‘to anxiety and indecision’, whereas adhering to one path from an early age and following a rigorous training schedule may be more conducive to adult success. A further possible disadvantage of selection for IQ is that if parents have knowledge of their child’s intellectual abilities even before that child is born, they may only allow the child to undertake activities in which there is a good chance they will excel. This would effectively deny the child valuable experiences that may help shape them into a well-rounded adult. However, this could also be said of parents who, without using embryo testing, realise their child’s skills and talents at an early age and is thus, not in and of itself a reason to prevent those parents who genuinely wish to give their child an open future being able to do so.

Also potentially problematic is that a child selected on the basis of their IQ may feel pressure to perform well at school to keep their future open. While this would be an unfortunate consequence of polygenic screening, such pressure may also be felt by children who, from an early age, are assessed as gifted. Therefore, if a gifted child is randomly selected at the embryo stage, their experience would be no different to a gifted child deliberately selected following embryo testing. Thus, it is not selection itself that is problematic, but rather the expectations placed on the child by their family.

Giving prospective parents the freedom to provide their child with an open future through ART is comparable with the considerable freedom afforded to parents to use a variety of environmental resources to provide their child with the best possible life. As there is no evidence to suggest that providing a child with an open future is detrimental to the child’s welfare, parents should have the freedom to test for IQ in their future offspring.

**The Therapeutic/Non-therapeutic Distinction**

The therapeutic/non-therapeutic distinction, also known as the treatment–enhancement or therapy–enhancement distinction, is the idea that medical procedures, such as embryo testing, are acceptable for therapeutic purposes, such as avoiding the birth of individuals with disabilities, but unacceptable for non-therapeutic purposes, such as selecting the most intelligent child. The roots of the distinction lie in the concept of medical necessity. Therefore, to qualify as medically necessary, a procedure must treat or prevent a medical condition or disability. The therapeutic/non-therapeutic distinction is also perceived to represent the moral boundary between procedures that are permissible and those that are impermissible. As Resnik notes, one reason therapeutic procedures are considered moral is that they promote ‘the goals of medicine’, whereas non-therapeutic procedures may be perceived as having ‘morally questionable goals’. However, this boundary is not set in stone and the most that can be said in support of it is that ‘it defines moral zones without any sharp boundaries’.  
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Buchanan et al argue that ‘no reasonable defense of the treatment/enhancement distinction is possible if we expect too much of it.’ Further, they note that even if the ‘distinction does not provide us with a simple criterion for deciding what genetic interventions are permissible and impermissible, there is good reason to think that many enhancements will pose serious problems not posed by treatments’.

One example cited by the authors is the issue of competitive advantage. They note that if everyone selects in favour of a particular trait, the advantage conferred by that trait ceases to exist. This is not a persuasive concern in the context of embryo testing because parents are testing and selecting for characteristics already present in the embryo. Therefore, it is difficult to argue that the use of embryo testing for this purpose would be futile. Further, in the context of a test for IQ, the advantages presented by higher levels of intelligence are beneficial whether or not a competitive advantage is conferred (e.g., as intelligence positively affects health outcomes, it is better for both individuals and society as a whole if everyone was healthier).

Isabel Karpin and Roxanne Myktiuk argue that the ‘distinction is inadequate and unhelpful to guide ethical analysis and medical and regulatory decision making.’ They suggest that one example of where the distinction struggles is in the context of carrier embryos and question whether selecting against carrier embryos is really therapy when the purpose of such selection is to ensure the future child does not themselves face a reproductive dilemma. However, selection against carrier embryos is acceptable in many regulatory frameworks. The applicability of the therapeutic/non-therapeutic distinction to embryo testing is also questionable because even where the technology is used for negative selection (i.e. to select against genetic conditions), no one is actually being ‘treated’. This is because one embryo is being selected for implantation over an alternative embryo.

Having considered the therapeutic/non-therapeutic distinction, it is concluded that this distinction does not represent a sound moral reason to prevent prospective parents from using embryo testing to select for IQ. While the distinction may have some limited use, the arbitrariness of the distinction prevents it from being a useful tool in the regulation of embryo testing.

The Expressivist Objection

The expressivist objection is the argument that using PGT to test for and select against disability reflects negative or discriminatory attitudes towards people with disabilities. In the context of selection for IQ, the expressivist objection may suggest that people who are of lower IQ, or less intelligent, are less valuable or, at the very least, less fortunate. An alternative form of the objection is that if society permits testing of this kind, governments are expressing these attitudes about certain characteristics.

Dan Brock argued that it is not specifically positive selection that sends these hurtful messages to individuals, but rather the ‘underlying attitude or value judgment that these are desirable traits to have’ and those who do not have them lack something that society considers valuable. Further, Brock noted that the attitude that it is desirable to have certain abilities (e.g., intelligence) is justified and, on the whole, uncontroversial. Consequently, he asserted that it ‘is an unavoidable consequence of that justified evaluation that some will hear the message that it is unfortunate or bad if one has [a lower IQ], and this may be hurtful to those who in fact have’ lower IQ. As Brock pointed out, the only way to avoid sending potentially hurtful messages would be to abstain from all judgements about which traits are more or less desirable. However, as it would be impossible and undesirable to avoid making any judgements of this kind, the expressivist objection is not a valid argument to prevent prospective parents from using embryo testing to select for IQ in their future offspring.
Liberal Eugenics

A further argument against permitting embryo testing for IQ is that such testing is a eugenic practice and, therefore, should be prohibited. This section considers what the term eugenics means and if a test should be prohibited simply because it falls within the definition of a eugenic practice.

Eugenics, which comes from the Greek words for ‘good’ and ‘birth’, often has negative connotations. While eugenic ideas can be traced back to the Ancient Greeks, and laws sanctioning eugenics have existed since the early 1900s, the term is most commonly associated with the forced sterilisations and genocide that were carried out in Nazi Germany. Despite this, supporters of the liberal eugenics movement argue that to move away from the term ‘eugenics’ would be to silence this dark history and risk ‘repeating past errors by dissociating them from their historical misuse’. Unlike traditional eugenics, which is concerned with improving offspring through the avoidance of disability and is associated with historical atrocities, liberal eugenics is concerned with empowering prospective parents with the freedom to choose offspring with advantageous characteristics. Further, the term liberal eugenics is most commonly found in the context of discussions around enhancement.

Liberal eugenics is concerned more with providing prospective parents with the freedom to make choices regarding their offspring and less with improving the gene pool for the good of society. As Nicholas Agar notes, ‘authoritarian eugenicists would do away with ordinary procreative freedoms. Liberals instead propose radical extensions of them.’ Agar argues that ‘respect for the life plans of future persons can constrain parental choice in a way that sharply distinguishes the new eugenics from its ugly ancestor’. This is because acknowledging that future people need access to a variety of ‘potential life plans’ will prevent the selection of embryos only capable of pursuing one possible way of life. This aligns well with the idea of providing children with an open future, discussed earlier in this article. Agar points out that the ‘liberal juxtaposition of eugenics with education’ provides a good framework for parental choice. He asserts that the aims of education go far beyond the avoidance of disease or disability and ‘are concerned with the person’s well-being, welfare or quality of life’. In much the same way, the regulation of embryo testing should look beyond selection against disability. However, Sparrow argues that in making decisions about the characteristics of their offspring, prospective parents are making decisions about the value of certain traits. He suggests that this is similar to the old eugenics programs where the state made decisions about what future societies should look like. Conversely, Agar states that the close attention paid to the wellbeing of future children and the diversity of parental choices will produce better results than state-sponsored mass eugenics programs.

Michael Sandel worries that liberal eugenics may eventually lead to a state-sponsored liberal eugenics program. Sandel argues that permitting parents to use embryo testing to select characteristics such as IQ could pave the way for the state to require parents to use genetic technology in this way. Further, he points out that liberal eugenics would not, in fact, reject state-imposed use of genetic technology, provided that use respected the autonomy of the future child. It may, however, be argued that this is not a legitimate concern. Taking their lead from Diane Paul, Buchanan and his colleagues suggest that as reproductive freedom is so different today than it was during the early to mid-20th century, ‘history is virtually certain not to repeat itself. The state is not likely to begin any new campaign of … intrusion into reproductive freedom for the sake of society’s genes, no matter how much is learned about what these genes do.
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Nevertheless, Buchanan et al. note that while state-imposed eugenics is unlikely, social pressure may effectively force prospective parents to use genetic technology for positive eugenics related purposes. The effects of social pressure of this kind can be seen in the movie Gattaca, where the widespread use of embryo testing to select the most desirable embryos leads to discrimination against those who were not selected, known as ‘faith children’ or ‘de-gene-erates’.

While Gattaca is fiction, one can envisage a similar situation arising in the future. Widespread discrimination of this kind would clearly be unacceptable. However, rather than citing this as an argument against the use of embryo testing for positive selection, the issue of widespread discrimination may instead be considered a target for regulation.

Discussion in this area must move away from eugenics and, in particular, the idea that reproductive choice falls within the concept of eugenics. While liberal eugenics attempts to balance reproductive liberty with a cautious reminder about past atrocities, the term still attracts stigma from those who oppose embryo testing. It should also be borne in mind that characterising as eugenic the use of a test that enables prospective parents to test embryos for IQ is a mischaracterisation of eugenics. As Robert Wilson notes, the eugenics movement ‘was not about producing people with traits that enable them to thrive’. Rather, eugenic thinking focused on improving society by preventing the birth of children who the state considered would inherit undesirable genes.

The Child-Gift Analogy

The child-gift analogy is the idea that ‘appreciate children as gifts is to accept them as they come, not as objects of our design or products of our will, or instruments of our ambition’. This argument is premised on two ideals: first, that ‘the virtuous attitude towards gifts is one of acceptance and gratitude’ and, second, that the exact nature of the gift is not chosen by the recipient. Applying this to children, it may be suggested that parents should be grateful and accepting of the child they have been given because their child is a gift they have been lucky to receive. Further, just as a gift is not chosen by the recipient, prospective parents should not expect to choose the characteristics of their children. However, Wilkinson argues that there are many cases where the recipient of a gift has chosen it, and it cannot be said that this practice is morally wrong. Therefore, according to Wilkinson, if we accept the child-gift analogy, it follows that it is not morally wrong to choose the nature of our children.

Brock has suggested that the idea that children are gifts is closely related to the ‘playing God’ argument, according to which children are gifts from God and should be accepted unconditionally. However, it is difficult to see why this makes selection problematic. In both selection for IQ and selection against disability, parents are seeking to provide their child with the best possible life. The attitude of wanting the best for one’s child is by no means incompatible with providing unconditional love for a child. Therefore, it is unclear why the idea of children being gifts is incompatible with testing embryos for IQ.

One prominent proponent of the child-gift analogy is Michael Sandel. Sandel’s arguments, while framed in the context of enhancement, can also be applied to the positive selection of embryos. He argues that such practices represent ‘the one-sided triumph of willfulness over giftedness, of dominion over reverence, of molding over beholding’. For Sandel, the positive selection of embryos would cause an erosion of ‘our appreciation of the gifted character of our human powers and achievements’ and would lead to a change in our moral landscape in three important areas: ‘humility, responsibility and solidarity’. Sandel argues that in a ‘world that prizes mastery and control, parenthood is a school for humility’. Further, he asserts that not being able to select one’s offspring ‘teaches parents to be open to the unbidden’. Such openness, Sandel suggests, ‘invites us to abide the unexpected, to live with dissonance, to reign in the impulse to control’.
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Frances Kamm argues that even if prospective parents have a desire for mastery, this is not necessarily wrong, provided that it is a means to a positive end, such as health or intelligence. Further, she notes that ‘a desire for mastery is not inconsistent with an openness to the unbidden that Sandel emphasizes’. This is because we can appreciate positive outcomes that we did not deliberately bring about while simultaneously being happy about the things we intentionally brought about. Consequently, Kamm suggests that being open to the unbidden does not ‘necessarily imply a willingness to accept whatever comes even if it is bad when one could change it’. This suggests that permitting the testing and selection of embryos for IQ is not synonymous with being closed to the unbidden or with a shift in the humility of prospective parents.

The child-gift analogy fails to show convincingly that embryo testing for IQ should be prohibited. While the concepts of unconditional love and acceptance are important aspects of the parent–child relationship, no evidence exists to suggest that this would be eroded by the option to select for IQ in embryos. The child-gift analogy also fails because selection against disability is permitted in Australia, and the argument that children should not be chosen applies equally in the context of avoiding disabilities.

**Conclusion**

In *Gattaca*, a geneticist advises prospective parents: ‘you want to give your child the best possible start. Believe me, we have enough imperfection built in already. Your child doesn’t need any additional burdens. Keep in mind, this child is still you. Simply, the best of you.’ Although a work of fiction, this quote reminds us how far ART has come since the birth of Louise Brown in 1978. ART is no longer solely a means by which infertile couples can have a genetically related child. It now involves choices that go beyond the decision of whether to reproduce.

The role of regulation in this sphere is to balance the reproductive liberty of prospective parents with the welfare of the future child. Permitting selection for IQ allows parents to exercise their reproductive liberty, and there is a presumption in favour of liberty unless its exercise will cause harm to a person or society. In exercising their reproductive liberty, prospective parents may choose to act in a procreatively beneficent manner and select the embryo that is most likely to develop into a child with an IQ higher than the other possible children that could have been born.

This article has also asked whether there are reasons extraneous to a child’s welfare that should have an impact on the reproductive liberty of prospective parents. Four arguments were considered in this regard. First, it was argued that the therapeutic/non-therapeutic distinction is not a useful regulatory tool. Its applicability in the context of embryo testing is also limited because even where the technology is used for negative selection, no one is being ‘treated’; rather, one embryo is being chosen over another. Second, the expressivist objection failed to present a convincing case for preventing parents from selecting for IQ. Central to the expressivist objection is the attitude that is conveyed during the course of making positive and negative judgements. As it is undesirable, if not impossible, to avoid making such judgements, the expressivist objection must fail. Third, liberal eugenics has been considered as a reason to prevent parents from selecting for IQ. Liberal eugenics works hard to distinguish itself from the eugenic practices of previous centuries; further, given the changes in reproductive freedom, it is suggested that referring to a practice as falling within the definition of liberal eugenics does not represent a sound reason to prohibit it. Finally, the child-gift analogy was examined but found to carry little weight. To argue that parents should not have the freedom to choose their children (just as a gift recipient does not choose a gift) applies equally to both testing for IQ and testing for disabilities. Therefore, if the analogy is not sufficient to prohibit the use of embryo testing for selection against disabilities, it is equally weak in the context of embryo testing for IQ.

This article has reviewed the arguments for and against the use of embryo testing for positive selection and applied them to a test for IQ. As the arguments opposing selection for IQ do not present a convincing case against this practice, it is concluded that prospective parents should have the freedom to test embryos for IQ.
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